Award-winning Canadian playwright Judith Thompson’s seminal play, *Lion in the Streets* (1990), is a cumulative play whose central character, Isobel, is the ghost of a murdered, nine-year-old Fillipina girl. Returning to the neighbourhood seventeen years after her death, young Isobel drops into the lives of her neighbours and reveals the hauntingly raw underbelly of human nature. Ultimately hopeful, *Lion in the Streets* devours with devastating beauty.*

*Contains adult themes and language and therefore may not be suitable for younger audiences.

**Cast:** Isobel Sophia Paskalidis; Sue Cassandra Bourchier; Isobel’s Father/Ron/Midnight Man Rafael Ruiz; Bill/Ben Hayden Davies; Laura/Sherry Daelyn Lester-Serafini; George Drew Ogle; Lily/Ellen Monica Bowman; Jill/Scarlett Elizabeth Young; Rhonda Drew Carlson; Joanne Laura Reynolds; Rachel/Christine Anni Ramsay; Scalato/PTA Parent/Rodney Caleb Pleasure; Timmy/David/Michael Connor Riopel; Martin/Father Hayes/Edward Lorenzo Tesler; Nellie/PTA Parent/Joan Jodi Margit

**Costume Design** Alice Jiang; **Scenic Design** Emily Dotson; **Lighting Design** Rachel Shaen; **Sound Design** YuYu Ogido; **Stage Manager** Emily Spencer